
WHAT DOES KAMPLAN 2004 SAY?
• Maintain mobility levels as the City grows

• Integrate land use planning and transportation planning

• Develop a transportation system and pattern of 
development with options for getting around including 
walking, cycling, public transit, and private automobile

• Use travel demand management techniques

• Protect highway corridors to facilitate through traffic

• Promote environmental sustainability through
integrated transportation and land use

• Ensure transportation corridors and facilities are
compatible with adjacent land uses

CONVERSATION STARTER: TRANSPORTATION

BACKGROUND
Kamloops is located at the intersection of three major 
highways and is bisected by the Thompson River system. The 
City has grown around a vibrant centre by extending into 
the valleys and the hills on the south shore. Commercial and 
industrial uses located on the outer limits of the City along the 
highway network for efficient access while residential growth 
has expanded in planned neighbourhoods to the south and 
with smart growth and infill development on the north shore.

Kamloops has grown to a mid-size city and must proactively 
and strategically plan how it will incorporate new residents 
over time. An efficient and safe roadway network is necessary 
to accommodate business services and the movement of 
goods and people. Planning for walking, cycling, and transit 
networks is also critical to provide options for new and existing 
residents and attract new residents and businesses to the City.  

CURRENT TRENDS
• Enhancing accessibility for those with limited mobility or sight

• Active transportation (walking, cycling), motor assisted/
electric bikes, and hybrid vehicles becoming more popular

• Kamloops Airport volumes growing as costs decrease
and service levels increase; opportunities for tourism and
business growth in the City

• More people are working or shopping from home

• Mobility and accessibility issues with aging populations; a
variety of different needs and issues for different groups

• Large population/traffic influxes in summer months

• Transit technologies for people on the go (i.e. Smart Phones)

• Evaluating and pursuing shared parking scenarios for
private developments

WHAT DOES THE SUSTAINABLE KAMLOOPS 
PLAN SAY?  
• Work toward a more sustainable transportation system

and reduce automobile usage

• Increase the number of people walking, cycling, taking
transit, or carpooling to work to 30% by 2020

• Increase transit ridership by 50% by 2020 (from 2008 levels)

• Reduce vehicle ownership to 0.6 vehicles per capita by 2020

• Review the TravelSmart program to integrate future
transportation and land use links into a Transportation
Plan (currently underway)

• Re-evaluate the need for major proposed road corridors 
including Sixth Avenue Extension and Singh Street Bridge

• Work with the Central Business Improvement
Association to review parking availability, cost and
requirements in the City Centre

• Complete Pedestrian and Trails Master Plans (2013)

• Increase spending on active transportation by 50%
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
• Steep slopes and small valleys and river present barriers to

neighbouhood connectivity and walking/cycling
• Wide spread development has led to an expansive

transportation network
• Short travel times, low levels of traffic congestion, and the

need for flexible/convenient transportation encourages
private vehicle use

• As population increases, congestion/shortcutting may
become more problematic

• Reduced funding from senior levels of government for
large road projects and transit

• Balancing the needs of different users (drivers, transit users,
pedestrians, cyclists) while accommodating growth

• Adequate public and paid parking in the City Centre
• Infill development (i.e., secondary suites, single/

multi-family developments) increases demand for
neighbourhood parking

• Some key arterial links not yet completed, placing a burden
on existing networks

• Transit scheduling and overlapping (catching the next bus)
• Deterioration and maintenance of existing infrastructure
• Connectivity issues; sidewalks not required on both sides

OPPORTUNITIES
• An efficient transportation network will support community

growth and development

• New development on bare lands must involve infrastructure
upgrades and new road networks that balance all
transportation modes

• Developing a toolkit for Travel Demand Management (TDM)
with clear and consistent definitions and practical examples

• Existing highway network allows for efficient movement

• Active transportation evolving with bike paths and
expansion of Rivers Trail; an opportunity for people of all
ages to stay active, healthy, and connected

• Incorporating Smart Phone technology and real-time travel
update information at transfer stations

• Developing an evaluation framework to accommodate the
values of existing and new residents and ensure funds are
allocated appropriately

• Addressing the balance between the level of service for
motorists as well as transit users and cyclists

• A vibrant City Centre that incorporates sufficient parking
and encourages alternate modes of transportation

• Exploring laneway upgrades to support sensitively integrated
infill and intensification (i.e. suites, laneway housing)

• Balancing on- and off-street parking to ensure
neighbourhoods are able to grow into higher densities while
maintaining their desired form and character

KAMPLAN (2004) SUCCESS STORIES 
• Developed an Access Management Strategy (Draft)

• Agricultural Land Commission reviewing roads
extending into the Agricultural Land Reserve

• Transit stops and developments to provide access to a
transit stop within 300 meters of development

• Completed Hillside Drive extension on Summit Drive

• Columbia St road widening between 3rd and 6th (2015)

• Implemented UPass & ProPass programs

• Updated Bike Master Plan (2010) and Pedestrian
Master Plan (2013) guiding construction of  multi-use
pathways, new sidewalks, and on-street bike lanes

• Enhancing accessibility with wheelchair ramps on
sidewalks, talking traffic signals, and pedestrian
countdown timers
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Did you know? In 2013, Kamloops 
Transit provided over 2.5 million 
kilometers of service to residents.

What would you like to see in the updated KAMPLAN?




